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Whilst we are happy to provide the following information we must emphasise 
that we cannot be held responsible for inspection and analysis of individual 
site conditions.  It is the responsibility of the contractor to ensure the 
installation of the concrete furniture will conform to all health and safety 
requirements.

It is our considered opinion that you should always ensure that a full site 
survey is carried out before installation commences. 

To assess if a specialist sub base is required
From the product specification sheet where we have calculated the weight 
and the footprint your structural engineer will be able to establish if a sub 
base is required.

We have experience with contractors who will literally set the concrete 
furniture on to the compacted sub base or tarmacadam surface.

One of the reasons for this is that in certain cases the landscape architects or 
designers have at later dates wished to move the furniture around the site and 
therefore ensure that option is available by not securing the seating units in any way.

General specification for a sub base
We would allow a 200mm compacted dolomite/hardcore sub base which 
would extend approximately 150 mm around the perimeter of the unit.
Should you wish to grout the unit to the sub base we would allow a 15mm 
mortar bed 3:1 sand cement ratio.

Movement of concrete furniture on site
The movement of our units may be dependent on access arrangements, 
routes from drop off points to final installation location, available plant and 
competent operators on site and other site rules.  We cannot therefore offer 
anything other than basic advice on unloading, distribution and placement 
and this does not relieve the installer of his health and safety responsibilities 
in this regard.

We suggest that units remain on their pallets for unloading and distribution to their installation 
point by forklift/tele-handler or similar.  Installation is therefore from pallet to adjacent final 
location to minimise handling. Where we have installed units we have used correctly rated and 
certified slings, block lifters or vacuum lifters to position the units.  Care needs to be taken to 
ensure the lifting and handling equipment can safely accept the weight and size of units.  Most 
common hire centre equipment is not adequate for these purposes.  Size and weights of units are 
shown later in this document. 

(Vehicle mounted crane and forklift offload deliveries are available on request, at additional cost) (Example of forklift/sling holes)	   	  

Where units are being placed directly onto a hardstanding we recommend this is brushed clean 
of debris including small stones as any debris under the units can result in local compression 
fractures and the chipping of bottom edges.

Where units are being placed below finished ground level it is sometimes possible to have 
slots cast in to the Sbase of our units to accept forks or slings.  This can make placement easier 
however this needs to be discussed before manufacture.

Where units are being placed next to each 
other we draw to your attention that precast 
concrete is heavy and unforgiving.  If 2 units 
hit each other or apply pressure on each 
other there is likely to be chipping of edges 
and faces.  Great care should be taken in the 
installation of units butting up to each other.  
We recommend there are jointing gaps which 
can be used to include compressible material 
to assist in preventing damage.  Thin jointing 
can subsequently be filled or pointed in a 
matching mortar or flexible sealant.

However it is your responsibility to ensure 
that all required health and safety issues are 
addressed when movement of the units is 
taking place.

	   	   	   	  

(Examples of lifting equipment for site distribution and placement by others)
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 Product Code: PBN404 Bench
 Dimensions: 1800 L x 497 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 966

 Product Code: PBN405 Bench
 Dimensions: 2000 L x 497 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 480

 Product Code: PBN406 Cube
 Dimensions: 450 L x 450 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 219

 Product Code: PBN407 Cube
 Dimensions: 600 L x 600 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 384

 Product Code: PBN408 Bench
 Dimensions: 2000 L x 400 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 864

 Product Code: PBN409 Bench (2 sections)

 Dimensions: 2no. 1800 L x 600 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 2 x 1100

 Product Code: PBN410 Circular Bench
 Dimensions: 600 L x 600 D x 500 H mm
 Weight (kg): 432

 Product Code: PBN411 Bench
 Dimensions: 1800 L x 600 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 1100

 Product Code: PBN412  Curved Bench
 Dimensions: 2338 L x 600 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 1515

 Product Code: PBN413 Y Bench
 Dimensions: 2800 L x 1500 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 1700

 Product Code: PBN414 Cross Bench
 Dimensions: 2000 L x 2000 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 1800

 Product Code: PBN415 Tri Bench
 Dimensions: 1377 L x 1193 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 1298

 Product Code: PPT406 Table
 Dimensions: 900 L x 900 D x 875 H mm
 Weight (kg): 216

 Product Code: PPL404 Planter (8 sections)

 Dimensions: 8no. 1168 L x 300 D x 450 H mm
 Weight (kg): 8 x 378
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A) Dressed - This is the standard finish. 
The product comes straight from the 
mould and is given a light buffing which 
achieves a flat matt finish, smooth to 
the touch. An anti graffiti coating can be 
applied at an extra cost. 

B) Satin Shine - Gives a slight sheen on 
all surfaces of the unit and enhances 
the base colour of the unit. Satin Shine 
is a sleek finish achieved by mechanical 
buffing and then applying a solved 
based polymer sealer. This also has the 
benefit of inhibiting organic growth 
and reduces routine maintenance.  An 
Anti graffiti coating can be applied at an 
extra cost.

C) Deluxe Polish (to top of unit only) -  
A heavy buffing process creates a 
smooth finish to the concrete on the top 
surface of the unit which exposes the 
aggregate underneath the surface. Note 
that the sides are still a Dressed finish. 
It can be used to show the different 
colours of the aggregate within the 
concrete to great aesthetic effect. 

D) Acid Etch – Can create various levels 
of texture. The units are washed with 
varying concentrations of acidic solution. 
This can be from a light Acid Etch (similar 
to Ashlar sand stone/limestone finish) 
through to a heavier Acid Etch (similar to 
picked/stippled stone finish). Anti graffiti 
coating can be applied at an extra cost to 
light acid etch finish. 

E) Exposed Aggregate - Uses various 
techniques to expose the aggregate 
to create an interesting and colourful 
finish. This method is particularly useful 
for decorative solutions or for slip 
resistance on the top surface.  

Care and Maintenance of Precast Concrete

The Material
Precast concrete can be a wonderfully attractive material that can last for 
many years if well maintained and looked after. There are many ways in which 
precast concrete products can become damaged, sometimes unavoidably so, 
but with regular and routine maintenance deterioration can be slowed down 
and reduced dramatically.

Avoid Contaminants
Precast concrete, despite its perception, is a porous material and will always 
be susceptible to staining, even when sealed. It is important that contact with 
such things as paint, marker pen, oil based products, acids of all type, salts and 
any other material likely to stain is avoided. If a contaminant has penetrated 
the surface, then it is usually best to avoid trying aggressive methods of 
removal as this may lead to further, more comprehensive damage.

Avoid Impacts
Care should be taken to protect it from impacts as it can be chipped, especially 
at corners and edges. Skateboarders, skaters, or bikers ‘grinding’ along coping 
or bouncing down steps may cause this type of damage. Handcarts pushed 
up or down precast or cast stone steps may cause chips. If chips do occur it is 
important to reseal the area where the chip has occurred. It may be possible 
to repair the chip and advice should be sought from an expert in the repair of 
precast concrete. Langley Design will be happy to provide advice and guidance 
in such circumstances.

Do not use Salt and other Deicers on our Products
In winter, precast concrete steps, stair treads, Seats, Benches, Planters, 
Copings etc should be carefully scraped or swept to be kept free of snow. Sand 
may be applied to add traction. Salt and other ice melting chemicals (deicers) 
should not be used on our products since they will cause spalling and pop-
outs. The use of any deicing compound, even if it is not chemically reactive 
with concrete, can cause spalling and pop-outs by subjecting the concrete 
to many more freezing and thawing cycles than would occur naturally. Even 
deicers that come in containers that state the material will not harm concrete 
may cause damage by creating an abnormal amount of freeze-thaw cycles. 
New concrete less than a year old is especially susceptible to this type of 
damage and could be affected with just one application. If salt or other ice 
melting chemicals must be used, for example on a public stairway, then the 
user should apply some type of concrete sealer made for protecting concrete 
from the effects of salt and other deicers. A sealer may prevent or reduce the 
amount of damage that occurs from the use of deicers. However, sealers may 
change the appearance of our product and will prevent future repairs from 
taking hold. Even with a concrete sealer applied, deicer use should be kept to 
a minimum and any deicer residue left on the concrete should be immediately 
shovelled or swept off the concrete once the ice has melted. When scraping, 
sweeping, ploughing, or snow blowing deicer contaminated snow, do not 
throw it so that it lands on or against any precast concrete or cast stone (such 
as site wall copings or base trim) as this could lead to spalling of those items.

Finishes 
The finishes available are as follows: 
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Protect from Extreme Heat
Exposure to extreme heat may cause damage. Using a torch to melt ice or 
welding against concrete may cause aggregates to pop.

Care of Rail and Fence Post Holes in Concrete
The holes around rail and fence posts that go into precast concrete or 
cast stone should be kept filled with an appropriate anchoring cement or 
sealant. Failure to do this may allow water into the holes which could freeze 
in the winter and cause the concrete to crack. Moisture in the holes could 
also lead to rusting of the rail or fence posts. Rail and fence posts that go 
into precast concrete or cast stone should not be allowed to rust since 
metal expands as it rusts which could cause the surrounding concrete to 
crack.

Cleaning
Should the precast concrete or cast stone become dirty, it can be scrubbed 
with a fibre brush, using a mild detergent and water and then thoroughly 
rinsed with clean running water. Before cleaning, thoroughly drench all 
surrounding masonry and concrete to prevent the dirty wash down water 
from being absorbed into it. No acids or prepared cleaners should be used. 
It is important that the manufacturer’s instructions should be followed and 
that any product used should be checked with the manufacturer for its 
suitability to be used on concrete.

Sealing
All our furniture products are sealed prior to dispatch. 

The sealer we use is:
Pavix CCC100 - The ultimate concrete water-proofer. Non-toxic and 
environmentally safe. A safer and user-friendly alternative to Silanes.

Its properties are:
Unique, environmentally friendly protection treatment
Full protection in a single application
Permanent protection
Non-toxic – ideal for use near and over water
Improves protection against freeze/thaw
Completely safe for operative and site use
Prevents buddleia growth

Chem-Crete Pavix CCC100® is the only product currently available that 
delivers combined moisture blocking and repelling mechanisms. The very 
low viscosity of Chem-Crete Pavix CCC100® ensures its penetration into 
the concrete surface where it forms its protective crystals. Although Pavix 
is designed to be a single application which should not wear off, because 
of the nature of our products and how they are likely to be used it may be 
necessary to re-seal the products from time to time. The test is to place a 
small quantity of water onto the clean and dry surface of our products and 
if that water is absorbed within 1 minutes re-sealing will be necessary.


